[Noninvasive quantification of glutamine and glutamate in skeletal muscles of perioperative rabbits with proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy].
To evaluate the feasibility of noninvasive quantification of the metabolic changes of glutamine (Gln) and glutamate (Glu) in the skeletal muscles caused by abdominal surgery with proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). Abdominal surgery were performed on 15 healthy Zelanian rabbits. MRS data, blood specimens, and muscular tissues were obtained on the day before surgery and the second day after surgery. MRS data included peak amplitude and peak area of Gln + Glu (Glx) and total creatine (TCr). The reproducibility of peak amplitude with peak area was compared and the better one was chosen to calculate the ratio of Glx to TCr. Free Gln and Glu concentrations in serum and muscles were analyzed by reversed phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC). The results of MRS were compared with those of RP-HPLC to evaluate the feasibility of MRS application in Gln and Glu metabolism. Peak amplitude had better reproducibility than peak area under our conditions. The coefficient of variation (CV) of the ratio of the amplitude of Glx to TCr was (15.62 +/- 9.87)%. The ratio of the amplitude of Glx to TCr significantly decreased on the second day after surgery (P <0.05, P <0.01). The mean free Glx concentrations in both the serum and the muscles different were not significant between on the second day after surgery and on the day before surgery. The results of MRS application in reflecting the effects of surgical trauma on muscular Glx metabolism are consistent with those of RP-HPLC. It is feasible to apply MRS in the study of muscular Gln and Glu metabolism.